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Traditional toys still rattle the market 
It's hard to beat something that mimics the world around children and makes their 

imaginations soar. 

 

BY AMANDA DOLTER FOR THE TH | Posted: Thursday, December 18, 2014 12:00 am 

Traditionally, toys were teaching tools that 

allowed children to learn through imaginative 

play and provided an outlet to imitate the world 

around them. 

"Toys go back as far as early civilization," said 

Connie Neal, director of the Doll & Toy 

Museum in Fennimore, Wis. "A toy horse may 

have been nothing more than a few sticks 

bound together, but the imagination developed 

it from there. That's how children learned." 

The oldest toys on exhibit at the Doll & Toy 

Museum are European china and porcelain 

dolls from the late 1800s. But items like those were played with in a different way than toys today. 

"Toys were a copy of adult life," Neal explained. "They taught children about compassion and care." 

Playtime in earlier eras helped children to prepare for life as they got older and taught them necessary 

skills reflective of their surrounding environment. 

This is especially true of classic farm toys and scale models, which were first developed commercially 

in the late 1800s and early 1900s. The Fennimore Doll & Toy Museum as well as at the National Farm 

Toy Museum in Dyersville, Iowa, display many examples. 

Because more-traditional toys tend to evoke the power of imagination and make playtime fun, they 

remain popular among children of all ages. 

"Given their druthers, kids like the traditional toys," said Amanda Schwartz, National Farm Toy 

Museum manager. "If it has wheels and they can make the noise of a tractor going down the road or 

through a field, they're going to do that." 

Those are exactly the kinds of toys that some gift-buyers are seeking. "They sell really well," said Gary 

Weber, a buyer for Theisen's. "We find that parents and gift-givers are delighted to see the mix of new 

and traditional-type toys, the toys that make you say, 'I remember when I played with that kind of toy.'" 

Farm toys for sale at Blain's Farm & Fleet in Dubuque. 
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Blain's Farm & Fleet, with stores in Dubuque and Platteville, Wis., established its own toy tradition by 

creating a Toyland for customers every holiday season since 1957. "Toyland is where traditions and 

dreams come together," said Divisional Merchandise Manager Ray Carungi. 

The Dubuque store's Toyland organizes merchandise by category, including more-traditional types of 

toys like baby dolls, die-cast model cars and tractors along the shelves. A variety of sleds wait in 

anticipation of a white Christmas. 

Carungi said Blain's stores stock roughly 2,500 toys this time of year. "We have a great blend of toys 

and new traditions are created every day. Imagination and creativeness are part of the education (toys), 

so we offer that," he said. 

The National Farm Toy Museum's Schwartz said she thinks replica model and farm toys for children 

are still as popular as ever. "They're great toys to grow the imagination and imitate what mom and dad 

or grandpa and grandma are doing on the farm," she said. "It's what kids see every day in Iowa where 

there's still that rural life, which is still accessible. Even if you live in the city, you still see the 

cornfields driving on the highways or back roads." 

Farm toys are among the popular items at Theisen's. "Our popular toys include Barbie, building blocks, 

trucks, farm equipment and retro-type toys," Weber said. "Fisher Price toys are still very popular 

among young children. And we carry some interesting collectible toys, too, for the young at heart." 

Kate Bossen, a city kid who grew up playing with farm toys, has been selling farm children to kids of 

all ages for the past 30 years. She can attest to the ongoing interest in and continued popularity of these 

items. She owns Bossen Implement Inc., of Lamont, Iowa. 

Business bodes well for Bossen Implement this time of year. "We have double the walk-in traffic and 

our website orders increase dramatically during the month of December," she said. 

Bossen said the most popular toys represent what people see out in the field, including augers, grain 

carts, tractors and wagons. 

Toys have changed and developed in numerous ways throughout history, but the fundamental concepts 

remain the same. "Toys create a basis, again and again, for copy and for play and imagination," said 

Fennimore's Neal. "You've just got to give (kids) the time for it.” 
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